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ABSTRACT 
The objective condition of the barriers faced in the application of the 
Js/amic law conception inspires and elicits several concrete stages 
and strategies: (1) Mobilizing a// capabilities and power of the 
Mos/ems in facing the existed barriers; (2) Improving society's 
understanding to the Islamic teaching and Jaw; (3) Placing the 
per�epffqr, on g �r grf4 mfnfmgi,ig tht: dl$U11frion by providing 
dialogue forum and being tolerable; (4) Improving human power 
resources whether quality or quantity by enlarging studying 
opportunity and tracing the prospective figures in order to be the 
future conceiver. of Islamic law; (5) Improving the quality of the 
education by creating the relevant and futuristic curriculum; (6) 
Establishing the particular centre of Islamic law study with 
adequate facilities,· (l) Optimizing the role of Indonesian Religious 
Leaders Council (MUI) by increasing the coordination with 
traditional ulama (traditional religious leaders) and modernist 
Moslem intellectuals; (8) Maximizing Mos/ems' sense of critical 
thinking to the political tendency that damages Mos/ems; (9) 
Improving the role of Moslem politicians in taking decision in the 
governmenJ administration; and (JO) Identifying the up lo date or 
contemporary problems that need to be overcome immediately by 
providing law studying centre and caordinationfarum by MUI. 
Keywords: Strategy, Islamic Law. Application 
A. lotroductioo 
Islamic law comes from the result of assimilation between normative 
Islamic law and Indonesian local substances. It is one of Indonesian national 
laws among colonial and customary law.1 In Indonesia, Islamic law is defined 
as the translation of al-fiqh al-lslamiy or in particular context it is defined as 
the translation of al-Syri'at a/-lslamiyah.2 In the next development, it is more 
' See Bustanul Arifin. pelerrilag8811 Hukum Islam di Indonesia: AIBr Sejarah Hambatan dan Prospelmya 
(Jakar1a: Gema lnsani Press, 1996), p. 229. 
2 See A. Rallq, Hukum Islam di Indonesia (Jakar1a: RajawaH Press, 1995), p.3. 
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associated as fiqh, but in its realization it is merely as the interpretation of 
syria'ah andfiqh at the same time. At the initial, thefiqh of Syfi'i tended to 
dominate the Indonesian Moslem society for it was considered to be relevant 
with Indonesian personality, 3 there are at least four kinds of Islamic law 
which has been developed and applied in Indonesia, those are fi�h. religious 
leaders' Instruction called fatwa, court's decision, and legislation. 
The development of Islamic law conception, whether by the study of 
classical book offiqh, religious leaders' fatwa, judge's decision in a court, or 
legislation, then gives insignificant advantages to the Moslem society. 
However, it is undeniable that· the Islamic Schools called pesantren have 
given the middle and the low class society great contribution in terms of 
Islamic law understanding although such the understanding is still on the 
original study of classical book of fiqh and does not goes with its 
development and critical elaboration. Whereas the result of religious leaders' 
fatwa, whether Islamic organizations or MUI, provides quite satisfied 
answers or rules to the actual problems faced by the society, although those 
fatwas are not the binding rules for the Moslems. 
The strategic role of the judge is expected to be able to bear law 
certainty to the Moslems in overcoming the problem offiunily law. It is also 
expected to create the legalization of Islamic law as a positive law in form of 
legislation. Therefore, the Islamic law is expected to have the strong binding 
power lo its foUowers, whether by religious leaders' fatwa or by judge's 
decision. 
Concerning about these facts, it can be concluded that the application 
of the Islamic law conceptions is not maximal because of socio-cultural 
�O!lQition <!!Kl politi��, interest, 
Barriers are found in uniting the ideal Islamic law conception with the 
reality of society's change especially if it is brought up to the internal 
condition of the society and also external influence that causes a change. 
At the initial, Islam came as a religion which was going to change the 
order Qf s�i�IY to the i<kal Qr\l�r with. a \l�fulil� Q!V�r of th.� [aw; !iq-..�ver it 
did not run well for it had to face the existed social order. Mos!�� 
themselves are still lack of the understanding of the Islamic law as their own 
foundation because most of them follow their religion as a tradition or only 
as an inheritance. For this respect, as if the Islamic religion goes as a culture 
Thus, it comes to be internal problem oflslam itself. Another intern barrier is 
that the lack of Moslem power resources in law field. 
�See Abdunahman Wahid, Kontroversi Pemmn Islam di Indonesia (Bandung: Rosdakarya, 199l), p. 
• See A.Rafiq, op. cit, p. 25. 
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Whereas the external barriers to the application of the Islamic law 
conceptions are the cultural acculturation and the increase of positive modern 
law. While the Islamic law in Indonesia is a "living law" forthe society, but 
it does not get any positive country's legitimation in particular rules.' As the 
result, the existence of Islamic law is ignored and almost nothing, on the 
other hand public law becomes on the western's hand up to now. 
Furthermore, several phenomena show that the elite politicians of the 
country seem to eliminate Moslems in the politic field. Basically, the 
institutionalization of Islamic law is the actualization of Islamic law in order 
to be applied in the society effectively, but such the effort finds baniers, 
especially the barrier caused by the political interest! 
In the plural and developing society, the baniers to the application of 
the Islamic law conceptions are found explicitly especially in form of jiqh. 
These imbalances do not only affect the incompatibility between law 
formulation and actual condition of the society but these also stumble on 
political interest and cultural domination which is far a way from Islamic 
paradigm. The ideology of developed countries has cut a way into the Islamic 
countries. The law regulation and the institution of almost Islamic countries 
are dominated by the regulation of western law. 
Based on such the objective reality, it is necessary to identify the 
concrete stages and strategies to the application of the Islamic law 
conceptions. 
B. Problem Statements 
In accordance with the background above, it can be emphasized that 
we main point of tllis research is "!low is Ille appli�tion of the !slW11i� law 
eption before and after the presence of UU No. 7 1989 as the result of 
cthonc 'ti cal study to the books of jiqh." In order to be more guided, the writer 
e en . bl formulates the fotlowmg pro em statements: 
H do the judges understand and master the source of the Islamic law? 
I. H�= do the judges understand �e s�cial reality in th.e society? . 2· How is the stralllgy of the application of tho Islamic law conceptions in 
J. the religious judicature? 
. I D R'"�•• IM'�li 8lltu ""'h S<JsiM. 70 TMun KH. Al Yline (Balidul'l(I: Mizali, 1997) • 
e See Jama . .. •• -.. -· '., · r- 
176.177 . Ahmad el al Prospek Hukum Islam dan Kerangka Pembangunan Hukum Nasional di 
6 See Am1";!1�. h ven= 65 Tahun Prof. Dr. Buslanul Mfin, S.H. (First Edition: Jakarta: PP IKAHA 
JndoneSJB; .:,,;:uu8 '" �·· ' 
1994). p. 39. 
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C. Research Methodology 
This part deals with method of collecting data, data analysis, and 
writing technique. The method of collecting data is the library research, 7 all 
the data are taken out from the relevant books. Therefore the resources of this 
research are the books In line with Indonesian religious judicature and come 
from the idea of the Islamic law whether in historical perspective or in 
juridical perspective. 
The collected data is processed first by using inferential qualitative 
method.' Then the data is analyzed by using content analysis," In interpreting 
the data, the writer uses inductive, comparative, and verification method in 
order to be objective and systematic. 
The operational stages of this research are: first, identifying the results 
of the Islamic law conception continually, whether before or after the 
presence of_UU No. 7 1989. These identification stages are supported by the 
collection of religious leaders' fatwas and the ideas which come from the 
Islamic Jaw conceiver in order to get the clear description of the existed idea· 
second, identifying the problems faced in the application of the Islamic law 
conception in Indonesia This identification then bears analysis; third, the 
analysis then creates the problem solving that will be discussed in this 
research. In this stage, the writer will provide several alternatives in 
overcoming the main problem, these alternatives then will elicit the great 
strategy in solving such the case. 
In solving the problems, the writer uses several approaches. First, the 
writer uses historical approach in order to get any information in line with the 
Islamic idea in terms of law sector and its contribution to Religious Court in 
Indonesia. Second, this approach also aims at finding out the data of the 
barriers to the application of the Islamic law conceptions systematically and 
chronologically and the reaction of the society to the change and 
development of the Islamic law conception. Furthermore, it aims at 
understanding the causes of the presence ofUU No. 7 1989. Third, the Writer 
uses juridical approach. It is used to know the legality of the Islamic Jaw 
CQ!1CeptiQn in Its !11:CQr®!!ce with Religiol!S CQ\!!1 in rn\1one�iil!! CQ!l!eiq 
7 See Sutrisno Hadi, l.lelodoJogi Reseateh (Yogyakarta: Foundation of Publisher of Farulty of psychology 
of UGM, 1984), p. 19. 
• See Lexi J. Moloeng, Melodofogi peneJilian Kua!ilBlif (Bandung: Rosdakarya, 1989), p 3. � it to 
Noeng MUhajir, Melodologi Penelitian Kualitalif (Seventh Edition; Jakarta: Reka Surasin, 1996), p. 49. And 
also compare it to Koenljaniograt Metooe--melode Penelilloo Masyarakat (Jakarta: Gramooia, 1993), p. 
296 . 
• Seo Fill<! N. Kerlinger, - of Bollavior Resean:11 (Th-th Edition; New Yooc Holt Rinehart & 
Wiston Inc, 1973). p. 525. And also see Vreden Belg, Melode ckNJ re1cnilc Pene1itian Masya,a1a,t (Jakarta· 
Gramedia, 1978), p. 66. To be cleare<, see KJen l<J1>pendorff, Analisis lsi; Pengenlar Teoo Melodologi 
(Jakarta: Rajawali Press, 1993), p. 33. 
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especially its accordance with the struggle in wining the competition between 
particular wo�p. and politi�al in!"rest �o create �U No. 7 1989 a�ut the 
legality of religious court m which it rs treated in the same level with the 
other institutions and courts in this country. 
In order to get the wtlformlty of the methodology and writing 
technique, this research goes with the guideline of scientific writing used in 
UIN Alauddin Makassar. But, it still uses other research books as the 
compliment in writing this research. 
D, The Objectives and the Advantages of the Research 
Referring to the problem statement above, this research aims at: 
I. identifying the development of the Islamic law conception in Indonesia 
and its contribution in the existence of religious court; 
2. identifying the problems faced in projecting the Islamic law conception 
religious court surrounding; and 
3. identifying the solutions and strategies in solving the problem of the 
application of the Islamic law conceptions. 
While the advantages of this research are: 
I. giving contribution to the development of Islamic Jaw conception, 
especially in solving the problem faced in applying it; 
2. giving the better ways in applying the Islamic conception in future which 
goes with the contemporary condition; and 
3. providing the so_Jution of the problem fuced by the society in applying Islamic law m this country. 
E. Discussion 
I. The Mastery of the Source of Islamic Law 
Basically, the essence of Islamic law conception is a religious idea. 
F this respect, it is assumed that the source of the law comes from syri'ah. 
.;.rs the Islamic law must be based on God's instruction as a real source of 
la: 'AI-Qur'an is the Allab'� _saying "'.h!ch. is _revealed to Muhammad 
through Jibril gradually. Its validity and ongmahty ts guaranteed all the time. 
Its superiority cannot be stood up to others as a real evidence of the miracle 
of AbQur'an which cannot be argued anymore by the Moslems. 
Although AI-Qur'an is the main source of all inspiration, but in Jaw 
field nobody is able to �tee that Al-Qur'an has explained all the 
. s o•'Controlling Barriers To The Applicallon 0/The Islamic Law Conceptions 
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principles of law and their details. '0 However Al-Qur'an has never become 
the source that covers any system of law without using Sunnah as the 
compliment of AI-Qur'an. 1 1  Al-Qur'an has shown a clear indication of the 
function of Sunnah as the clarifier to the Moslems; it cannot be separated 
with the Moslems. Therefore, the Sunnah of Prophet takes the great part in 
creating the ideal law. 
The big numbers of Sunnah in fact are not able to fulfill the daily law 
need of the plural society. Seeing such the condition, the religious leaders, 
ulama, then develop a kind of law based on the ratio called Ra '.Yu by standing 
on the good and correct requirement However, ratio-based law (Ra '.Yu) tends 
to be subjective and incorrect, so it is deemed invalid in drawing up the law 
of Allah. Most of the religious leaders, ulama, consider that the appropriate 
regulation is a strong analogue-based regulation (Qiyas). By Qiyas the Jaw 
regulation can be more clear and understandable. 
a. The Understanding to the Islamic Law 
From the abstraction above, it is clearer that the sources of the Islamic 
law are Al-Qur'an and S1mnah. Both sources then bear the Islamic law and its 
power limitation. In other words, it is undeniable that the law existed in the 
society must be based on Allah's regulation wh.ich is revealed to His Prophet. 
Thus, the law left by Muhammad is the law of Allah. Therefore, the Islamic 
law is the practical and social society teaching taught by Muhammad. The 
roles of authoritative Syori'ah (Al-Qur'an and Sunnah) are the theocracy role 
in its relationship to the Islamic law and the relationship between the Jaw 
revelation and the reality that always goes on and on. 
The main fact that must understood well is that, the development of 
the use of Al-Qur'an and Sunnah are not as the b�s of speculating the law 
but they only become the sources the Islamic law. The real base that m�·i,.; 
found is the way of using those sources." The main focus is the role of 
human mind pointed on the power of Al-Qur'an and Sunnah, The freedom of 
law that always changes has never been supported and limited by everything 
and everyone except by AJ-Qur'an and Sunnah. The law is considered to be 
Islamic If human mind is able to relate his ability to the verses or contents of 
Al-Qur'an and the problem faced by the society. For- this respect, in the past, 
Islam had the greatest thinkers with the beautiful mind and wonderful law 
creativity and finally bore several religious sects, mazhab of Fiqh. No one 
• See Mustafa a�iba'I, 81-Sunnah wa Makanatuha fl aal-Tasyri Al-1/amiy(Damsiq: al-Maklal, al-Islam· 
1978). P. z. I)', 
" See J.N.D. Anderaon,. ls/amlc LBw In Modem Went (New Yorl<; New YO<t< Univetsity press, 1990), p. 14 "See H.A.R.G,bb, op cit, p. 74. · 
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among them admitted himself as the best interpreter. 13 No one among 
mazhab founders obligated somebody else to go with his paint of view." 
The difference of opinion of religious leaders' is the real evidence of the 
wider insight and wonderful thinking. That is a kind of a great miracle for it 
is based on pure wishes to get Allah's blessing with honesty. 
The past religious leaders (past ulama) were able to understand the 
message or the content of AI-Qur'an and Sunnah that talks about the use of 
mind in reflecting the substance of Syari'ah to the reality which is shown by 
their creatures of thinking based on the dynamics of life they raced. They 
used ijtihad, an effort of understanding and applying Al-Qur'an and Sunnah 
in particular circumstances correctly, in interpreting nas, using it, and 
understanding its law restriction." 
The process of the actualization of the Islamic law changes drastically 
when the crystallization or sedimentation process of several mazhabs of Fihq 
happens, The ijtihad is not necessary to do anymore. The faqahas (law 
conceivers) become muqallid namely the persons who are obligated to follow 
the big previous fuqahas' opinion without making any necessary elaborations 
or even changes. As the result, generally, the Islamic law conceptions in 
Sunni have been frozen and died at all. 16 Although the particular development 
is visible especially in the books of fatwas' and judges' decision, but the 
study on elaboration that the religious leaders (ulama) do is only slating the 
comments and explanations that had been elaborated by the previous or past 
religious leaders (ulama), that is only a kind of"restatement''. 
Ideally, such the phenomena above can arouse everyone to be aware 
of the impartance of critical elaboration to the approach of Fiqh. The people 
should not assume Fiqh as the absolute law, thus it is necessary to reexamine 
and revise it Every idea considered to be absolute tends to be out of date. 
The problems raced by everyone are how to develop the Islamic law without 
ignoring its authenticity and validity and how to avoid the perception that 
Fiqh is the absolute law. 
Most of the Moslems including Indonesian Moslems argue that Fiqh 
is idc!!tic!I! with h!ilffiic law, @d the hl!1!!1ic_ !aw ti!�!! is id�mica! will! law of 
God. As the result, the Fiqh tends to be considered only as law of God. 
For this reason, there are several choices in viewing the true Fiqh. The 
FLr.;t � t!w c!!Qice� between reve�!\ti.Q!! �ml !!!LIJ.d; the �ff�t one will pr9<:luce 
the stagnant scriptualism sect, while the second one will result the rational 
u see lbn KasJr, al-lJ/d8ya/l � sl-Nllaya/1 (Beirut Dar ai.i<utub, 1985). Vol. v. p. 263-264. 
,. see said Ramaahan. op. cit. P· 94. 
:  :!' �� :·t.'ajid, KJ,azanah Jntelleclual Islam (Jakar1a: Bulan Bintang, 1994), p, 35"!6. 
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books of Fiqh. The second ones are the unity and diversity; the first one 
considers Fiqh to be identical with law of God, while the second one deems 
Fiqh as the · particularistic local expression. The third are idealism and 
realism; the first one sees Fiqh as the idealist theory that does not go with the 
reality in the society, and on the contrary the second one tends to focus on the 
applicable Fiqh. The fourth are stability and change; the first argues that Fiqh 
does not need any variation, while the second one views Fiqh as the agent of 
change and law modernity." Those choices influence the human mind in 
viewing the Islamic law. 
b. The Mastery to the Islamic Law Methodology 
The Islamic reformists had worked hard to eliminate the freezing in 
the Islamic law by the great penetration. Most of them expect the 
reinterpretation to the dogmas, because such the reinterpretation cannot be 
found in Al-Qur'an and Sunnah. Most of the Islamic reformists argue that 
Islam is able to be rationalized without loosing the authority of al-Qur'an and 
Sunnah. 
In creating the mazhab, the classical religious leaders of Fiqh had their 
own methodology. They, step by step, enlarged such the methodology based 
on the general instruction of nas and the use of their own mind. Some of the 
methods they used are qiyas, istihsan, istislah, 'urf, istishab, zari'ah, Those 
methods then become the bases or foundation in determining or establishing 
the new law. All the methods are the way used in saving the next problems. 
The methods of determining law or regulation used by the classical 
religious leaders show the various approaches in creating or arranging 
mazhab (sect). It can he seen in each existed mazhab which shows the 
particular or special point of view to almost all problems based on the 
approach or method and appropriate socio-cultural condition. Thus, their 
creations do not need to be considered as the fmal result The Fiqh must be 
viewed as the product of mind than revelation (wahyu) that can be changed or 
reformed. It is a kind of particularistic diversity that is in line with time and 
place. It must he improved to he the court's jurisdiction or court's legal 
administration that is based on realism.P Therefore, it must be argued as the 
chain-link of changes that will never stop, for this is the realistic response or 
concrete reflection. 
11 See Ibid, p. 372-375. . 
18 See Atho MudzllaF, Of). eil, p. 375. 
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2. The Mastery to the Social Reality 
It must be realized that the concrete role of religion is not in an empty 
space. Although the structure or doctrine of religion has its own dynamic 
power in changing the social order, the external factors or social dynamic that 
happen in the internal dynamic of religion must be taken into account. So, 
basically, the internal dynamic ofreligion is the response to the challenge that 
comes up in providing direction to each change that will never end since the 
presence ofreligion can be still realized. 19 There is an interactive relationship 
between the religious doctrine and the social factors in the society, both of 
them will always support the process of change dynamically. 
The gradual and the causal factors iasbabun nuzul) of the presence of 
Al-Qur'an is the evidence that Islam as a guideline of life does not deny the 
social reality. The basic spirit of AI-Qur'an is a moral spirit that emphasizes 
on monotheism and social justice.P The key way of understanding the role of 
Al-Quran in formulating the law is appreciating that AI-Qur'an is more 
focusing on establishing the standards of Moslem behavior or morality than 
associating them with right and obligation. Thus, Al-Qur'an is not a ready­ 
consumed law document, but it is the principle and moral call or ethic 
exclamation and has attractive power of obeying the law of God. However, 
the biggest fault is ignoring the influence of Al-Qur'an in creating the system 
of legislation. Although, there are several important statements of law since 
the process of developing society, but some parts of the actual legislation of 
AI-Qur'an have been used in the social condition." The principle of AI­ 
Qur'an that anticipates the various situations must be regarded as the 
mparative analysis to the other situations. Likewise the prophet in 
�;proving the "?"iety, he always �ncerned on the_up to.date asp�ti?n by 
. ing law solunon based on the guidance of revelation, mind, and opuuon of 
g,v body else as the base of consideration. 
some 
a. The Aspiration of the Jslamic Law to the Social Change 
The spirit of legality of such the Islamic law had blossomed out since 
. itial of Islam. The presence of nasikh mansukh is the evidence of at the mt . oda • 
I 
. law which rs very accomm nve, Is artuc 
The spirit of this actual Islamic law_ was developed by the religious 
. the initial period of Islam by looking at the up to date local culture. 
leaders 10 e of a number of tho particular Islamic law conceptions of the The presenc 
- • Mafi<lt\dra, Mlilala dl!tl Petl!tll!tl ISIMI ilaJ8ltt Pnl$es SoS;) Politik di lndi>nliSkl iti 
"See YuSril: i Nafis el al, KonteJ<swaljsasi ajaran Islam 70 Taun Prof. Dt. l.lw,awi, Sjdzali, Al.A. 
r,tuhaffintad ma:.. 1995). p. 366-367. . . 
(Jakarta: Para /s/8m (Chicago: Chicago Un""""ity Press, 1979), p. 24. 
" Uhal tazjur rahman, . 43 
21 
See F. Rahman, op. cit. p. . 
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initial period of Islam in a variety of Islamic regions by showing up its own 
characteristics such as in Iraq, Hejaz, Egypt, and Syria was the real evidence 
of the freedom of the exclusive Islamic law conception, The difference in this 
collection of law conception was generally caused by the difference in 
interpreting the AJ-Qur'an based on the local law.22 When coming to the 
other district, such the local law will be quite different from others based on 
the particular condition of each district. 
The dynamic of law in the centre of district then becomes mutual 
gathering through mental interaction. The accumulation of the Islamic views 
then, step by step, comes to be crystallizing in the sects of law. Basically, it 
must be realized that, the historical fuels show that the law of pre-Islamic 
tradition and the past governmental tradition are the sources or basic 
materials that take parts in the development of Syri 'ah. 
In the case of Indonesia, from the beginning of Islam, the real 
teachings of Islam are the teaching of morality and the application of Fiqh 
based on the reformation existed in the society." The victory of Islam in 
Indonesian archipelago is because of the role of Islam in fixing over the 
Indonesian culture in all aspects holistically and impressively. The big 
influence of Islam in Indonesian culture in the social and national aspect can 
be found in values of the formulation of the five basic principles of Indonesia 
(Pancasila) that contain of Islamic terminology and values that occur in the 
society. The influence of Islam can also be found in the spirit of 
egalitarianism as the most dynamic aspect of Islamic social-politic teaching. 
Based on the basic philosophic of formulation of Indonesian law, the 
elaboration of the Islamic values that bas been in dept cannot be ignored. Toe 
universality of the Islamic values provides contribution to the reformulation 
of the existed law indefinitely. The existence of the Islamic law must be 
aimed at the bookkeeping phase as the positive law in order to fulfill the big 
numbers of the prosecutor of justice in Indonesia, namely Moslems. The 
problem that occurs is that the Islamic law in Syri'ah frame, except family 
law that has been specific, is still focusing on the basic norms, so it must be 
relevant with the context. The methodology of Islamic law (Ushul af-Fiqh) 
can be used as the reference or basic source of law, but beside that, there 
must be the elaboration or follow up in order to be able to reflect the Islamic 
values to the law order that must go with need of the society. 
It must be realized that, in applying such the case above, it needs the 
carefulness to the up to date phenomenon that happens nowadays. However 
it bas the positive effect, namely the presence of the resurgence of religion 
" Ibid, p. 99. 
zi see Nurdto\is Madjid, Islam Kemodelilli/1 dllll Keindonesla811 (Bandung; Mizan, 1994). p. 71. 
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and spirituality, but there are the several tendencies that must be kept in 
guard against and anticipated such as the tendency of ethnic, pluralism, and 
the modem deconstruction." · 
For that respect, Islam has become the living law in the society, it 
would be better if it is followed by the Islamic awareness as the way of life 
that is deeply taken into account by everyone. In the plural condition of 
Indonesian Society, the religion needs organization as its umbrella and 
framework. All the religious society and individuals have to have the organist 
relationship to the society holistically. It means that religiousness must be 
relevant with the real life; it also has to be able to accommodate the social 
change.2' The opinion that the religion does not go with the world problems, 
has the same radical assumption of secularism that separates religion and the 
world. It means that someone who ignores the religion as the base or source 
of values to face the world can be judged as the secularist. 
b. The Active Role of Moslems in the Law Removal in the Politic Sector 
In Indonesian society, the domination of Moslem shows that Islam has 
the appropriate role in the social-politic process, although the role is shown in 
the different dimensions. The process of peaceful Islamization in Indonesia is 
responded well, however_ it is deeply regretted that the strong Islamic 
orientation is always associated with the opposition of government. 
Referring to the fact, up till now the development oflndonesian law is 
left behind compared to the other sectors." There are lots of imbalance of the 
system of Pancasila law and its elements namely tradition, religion, and 
colonial law especially western law that tends to dominate the system of 
national law. While the philosophy and paradigms of western law are 
different from Pancastla: and those do not definitely go with soul of 
Indonesian country. 
By the consideration that the positive law is born from the process of 
inte!l�tua!, scx:ia!, economic and po!_itica! interest �1\istiPG in the society, 
.. bi)osophicaJly the Jaw development IS very determmed by the mtelJectual 
p d political vision. 27 Beside that, the Moslems must be able to understand 
an h the phenomena and strengthen the intellectual, social, and political 
sue th f gtheni th · · bility. Therefore, e stages o siren emng e strategic position of 
::(ems become very vital, and the analytical neatness to sources of political 
,. See Ahmad Sahal, AgMlB dan Tantangan Pasc8 Modemisme in lslamika Journal, No. 2 (Bandung: 
MiZ3n, 1992). p. 68-$9:_ . 
25 
See NurchOlilh Medjid, op. cit, p. 126· 
c= -1 Hasan a;sn. PP, !it. p. 109 : s:; �ohn Esposito, The Islamic Threat Myth Of ea/ity?. Jranslaled by llyas Hasan with lhe Trtle Ancaman 
ts/am: 1,lftos atau Rea/Has? (Bandung: MtZan, 1994), p, 26-30. 
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power is such an important thing to have. The improvement of the 
intellectual Moslem role, whether in quantity or in quality, in political sector 
very determines the success of that goal. The success of the production ofUU 
No. 7 1989 and the composing of Islamic law compilation is the evidence of 
the improvement of the active role of Moslem middle class whether from the 
Intellectual group or Its politicians. 
The transformation of Islamic Syri'ah to be the national should be 
fought for. Thus, the Islamic law does not only exist in civil law but also in 
criminal judge, constitutional law, national administration law and so on, so 
that the law can truly become the source of national law.28 
But, the most important thing in applying the Islamic law conception 
is that it does not need to show the formal Islamic symbols, for the most 
important thing is the essence and moral message or substance of such the 
law norms. 
3. The Strategy of the Application of the Islamic Law Conceptions 
a. The Development of Human Power Resource 
The human power resource is the key of the success to the 
development of the Islamic law conception into the national law or1kr, To 
infuse the Islamic law norms into positive law form (legislation), it needs the 
particular skill, namely the technique of legislating.j" Such the goals need 
severai requirements: (I) the high anci adequate quality or education and the 
awareness of the society to the education; (2) the Moslem braveness in 
posturing or having firm attitude; (3) the understanding to existing socio­ 
culture and political background." The Moslem intellectual must reform the 
Islamic law by standing on the value and essence of law as justice upholder 
and with transcendental dimension 
Reinterpretation is not enough; the changes in various objective 
CQ!!Q!tiQ!!S of the S<X;ie1Y and PQ!itical condition dem@ds lhe !s!amic !aw 
deconstruction radically in order to fulfill the need of law in pluralistic 
condition, as blazed by Arkoun. In such condition, the law does not only rest 
on text but also on the existing context as well. For this respect, the Moslems 
must posses the global thinking revolution in responding nowadays and 
future condition. The judges of religion are the most competent ones in 
implementing the duty of judicature. They must be able to communicate to 
themselves, to tho God, and to tho society. 
"'See ibid, p, 142. 
"See Andi Rasdiyanah, Kontribusi Hu/aJm Islam dalaln Mewuµikan Hu/aJm Pidana Nasiooat, presented 
in National Seminar in UII Yogyakarta, 1995, p. 5. 
" See Alho Mudzar, op. cit, p. 376. 
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The only most effective way in creating the human power resource is 
through education. The awareness of Moslems to the religion and education 
improves at the same time. Lots of the institutions of tertiary education prove 
the human great attention to the human power resource. However, the 
presence of those institutions of tertiary education is still far a way from the 
actual power; it ls still not able to carry out the functions of positional 
allocation needed by the society. It is caused by the lack of attention in terms 
of research sector and developmental field.31 Thus, in order to have a greater 
and strategic Islamic education, the Moslems must be bright and brave in 
solving the problems fundamentally and holistically. There must be clarity 
between ambition and idealism by the operational stages in educational 
institution, there also must be the efficient use of the institution by 
reorganizing the existing system, rehabilitation, reformation, and its 
management. Without such the braveness, the education will be left behind as 
it is not able to go with the social changes. 
In its accordance with the development of in educational institution, 
UIN (State Islamic University) is the most responsible institution for creating 
its cadres or students, especially in creating the judges as the decision makers 
to every proposed case. It is not allowable to take the inappropriate decision 
with the classical reasons, namely "it has no law" or "its law is unclear". The 
jude,es of religious court must continually strive hard to reach its personal 
integrity. A judge must be reflected as a mujtahid. He must be familiar with 
science world, because the judge decision in ijtihad side can decrease the 
distinction. Therefore, as the central figure in the religious court, the judges 
are the main power resources for a judicature. The awareness to the problems 
of Islamic law with the social reality really demands them to be perceptive 
and professional, because the law professionalism has the great influence to 
the quality of the decided judicature product 32 For this reason, the 
Department of Religion must be perceptive to the case of quality of the 
. dges by improving the quality of tertiary education especially Faculty of 
�ari'ah (Faculty of Law). Nowadays, the Faculty of Syri'ah is considered to 
be less in fulfilling the standard of creating the professional judges. UIN 
ght to be the source of original ideas, the institution for conducting the 
0�dy to the various law problems and the other contemporary problems." 
The field or specialization of the tertiary education must be able to create the 
1 w conceiver, and elaborate the potential students to be educated at special, ad even send them to the best tertiary education in the overseas in order to 
:ver or complete the lack of methodology. The development the quality of 
,. See MaJil< Fadjar, � Pendidilmn_lslam: Selcilas r.- Kritis dari Sisi Mekanisme AJokssi 
P<)siSion8I in Wahyum Nafis et. al, op. cit. p. 512-513. 
32 
see Abd<I Gaol Abduuah, Petadilal Ag,rna Pases uu liomor 7 Ta/11811989, in Minbar HulaJm No. 17 
V (Jakarta: Ditt,inbaperB, 1994), p. 101. 
�  Zainl Muc1113rom, Kebijakoo Poodidican Islam di Departamen Agama in Wahyuni Nafis et. al, op. cit, 
p. 517. 
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the teachers must be taken into account in improving the quality of education. 
The spreads of Post Graduate programs in several State Islamic Universities 
(UINs) and private tertiary education are expected to give many more 
contributions in creating the Moslem power resources, whether the more 
professional law practitioner or the more established law conceiver. 
b. The Development of the Islamic Law Conception 
The Islamic Law conception shows the following developments: ( 1) 
the presence of critical thinking to the classical creations; (2) the 
development of an assumption that the truth is not monopolized by a 
particular sect or mazhab; (3) the presence of an assumption that the Islamic 
law is only a part of Islam, it is not Islam itself; (4) the tendency to practice 
taqlid, the tendency to choose the easiest law among many laws radically; (5) 
the development of religious enthusiasm, so the world problem is overcome 
transcendentally; (6) the presence of paradox ln the Islamic law practice."1 
The positive phenomena above should be made as the standard in reforming 
the Islamic law to the more actual and dynamic situation. 
The efforts of dynamiting the Islamic law must be based on the 
understanding to the special characteristics of the Islamic law. The first 
characteristic is the separation of the Islamic law from its historical 
perspective, although it has the historical root (tarikh tasyri'y; but it is not a 
part of historical process. The second characteristic is Islamic law 
interpretation that tends to be litterer, so that the law decision tends to be 
vague. The third one is lost of the singular authority that can be accepted by 
all circles or groups." In Indonesian context, the Islamic law development 
must be focused on the awareness of religious leaders (ulama) and Islamic 
law Intellectual in limiting the scope of the area that reaches the Islamic law 
and reflecting to the need of the society. The Islamic law development must 
also be aware of the increase of the effective of functionalization of 
judicature institution and it must be supported by the arranging of law 
methodology that goes with the development of the Islamic law in Indonesia. 
The development of judicature institution must be based on the strong law 
politic idea. 
Basically, the Islamic law is the development of Fiqh in which it is 
none rather than the i�ea oflslamic law _conception. For that respect:(!) the 
Fiqh should be considered to be relative truth because it is the result of 
jtihad that is zanniy; (2) the Fiqh has different disposition or character for it 
is caused by different situation and condition; (3) the Fiqh is elastic and 
"Soo Suyoto el al, Pos1modemisme dan Masa Depan-ban (Yogyakarta: Aditya Media, 1994), p. 
163. 
,. See Juhaya s. Praja, Pengantar In Rat.mat Jalmika, Hukum Islam di Indonesia; PerlcembangBn dan 
Pfllllbentukannya (Bandung: Rosdaka,Ya, 1994), p. xvi. 
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dynamic. As the result of ijtihad, it must be applied based on the human 
need; (4) the Fiqh must be flexible, everybody may have a choice whether he 
wants to apply ii or not, it depends on his need; (5) the difference of Fiqh is 
not only taken for granted, but also the God's mercy; (6) the Fiqh must 
prioritize the human benefit as the reflection of the general objective of the 
existence of Syri'ah; and (7) the Fiqh is assumed as the interfere of the 
government as the unliving force." In the plural condition and specialization 
in ail fields, we need the coiiective law solution which is viewed in various 
dimensions by involving the Moslem inteiiectuais from various fields. 
In the process of Islamic law development, the Islamic law must be 
put as the source an� �e basic -�aterial of Indonesian Islamic law over and 
above the use of ijtihad, individual or coiiective, by the regulation of 
legislation or jurisprudence. The development of the Islamic law through 
jurisprudence seems to be important, for it describes the justice existing and 
developing in the Islamic society right now. Thus, the judges of religious 
court as the designer of jurisprudence is really demanded to understand the 
Islamic law correctly and pay attention to the law values existing in the 
society.37 Seeing the success of the composing of Islamic law compilation 
which acts nationally and behaves as a part of national law, the effort of 
applying the Islamic law substance in juridical form must be improved not 
only as the family law but also as religious court authority. 
To apply such the objective, it needs the consolidation in religious 
court structure; from the bottom to the up bureaucracy namely Supreme 
court, it needs the intern consolidation by improving the understanding to 
Syari'ah and law by involving ail elements of Moslem community, especially 
the religious leaders (ulama), the law experts, and the institution of tertiary 
education so it will produce the more integral Islamic law conception. 
F. CONCLUSION 
The objective condition of the harriers faced in the application of the 
I Jamie Jaw conception inspires and elicits several concrete stages and 
:..ategies: (I) Mobilizing all capabilities and power of the Moslems in facing 
� existed barriers; (2) Improving society's understanding to the Islamic 
\bing and Jaw; (3) Placing the perception on a par and minimizing the 
::tlnction by providing dialogue fo� and bein� tolerable; ( �) Improv?'g 
h man power resources whether quality or quanttty by enlarging studying 
u rtunity and tracing the prospective figures in order to be the future 
oppo [ver of Islamic law; (5) Improving the quality of the education by co nee 
- t,rahim Hosell, 1,1enyongsong Abad ke 21: Dspl!rah ls/em di Ree!duelisasiken? In Mimbar Hukum 
"�1year v (Ja1<ar1a: Oi1bilbapera, 1994). p. 4-7. 
�osee Muhammad Daud M, op. cit. p. 18. 
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c r e a t in g  th e  r e l e v an t  an d  fu tur i s t i c  c urr i c u l um ;  ( 6 )  E s ta b l i s h i n g  th e  p art i c u l ar  
c e n tr e  o f  I s l am i c  l a w  s t u d y  w i th  a d e q u a t e  f a c i l i t i e s ;  ( 7 )  O p t i m i z i n g  t h e  r o l e  
o f  I n d o n e s i an  R e l i g i o us  L e a d e rs  C o u n c i l  ( M U I)  b y  i n c r e as in g  th e  
c o o r d in a ti o n  w i th  tra d i t i o na l  u l a m a  ( trad i ti o n a l  re l i g i o u s  l e a d e rs )  an d  
m od e rn i s t  M o s l e m  in t e l l e ctu a l s ;  ( 8 )  M axi m i z i n g  M o s l e m s '  s e ns e  o f  cri t i c a l  
th i nkin g  t o  th e  po l i ti c a l  t e n d e n c y  th a t  dama g e s  M o s l e ms ;  ( 9 )  Im p r o v in g  t h e  
r o l e  o f  M o s l e m  p o l i t i c i an s  in  tak i n g  d e c i s i o n  in  th e  g o v e rn m e n t  
a dm in is tra ti o n ;  an d  (  I  0 )  I d e n ti fy i n g  th e  u p  t o  da t e  o r  c o n t e m po rary  p r o b l e m s  
th a t  n e e d  to b e  o v e r c o m e  imm e d i a t e l y  b y  p r o v i d in g  l a w  s t u d y in g  c e n tre  an d  
c o o r din a t i o n  forum b y  MU I .  
Th e  m o s t  im po rtan t  th in g  n e e d e d  m o r e  t od a y  i s  th e  p r e s e n c e  o f  
c h an g e  h o l i s ti c al l y .  I t  i s  a  g o l d e n  o p po rtun i ty  for th e  M o s l e m s  t o  o ffe r  th e  
s o l u ti o n  b ase d  I s l am i c  un i v e rsa l i ty  p ara d i gm ,  o r  e v e n  t o  t e ar  d o wn  a l l  t h e  
in a p p r o p ri a t e  o rd e r  b as ed  o n  th e  m o ra l  m e s sa g e  un i v e rs a l i ty  an d  Is l am i c  
v a l u e s .  I t  d oe s  n o t  n eed  to  p ri o ri tize  th e  Is l am i c  s ym bo ls  i n  o r d e r  to be 
r e s pec t e d  w e ll  b y  a l l  c irc l e s  o r  c o m m u n i ti e s .  
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